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ABSTRACT
Numerous researches have been done on modeling the traff ic flows in a multiservice network.  Recently, an alternative
proposal was made by Addie et al.  The authors argued that because the central limit theorem can be applied to heavy
traff ic processes, therefore as more traff ic is aggregated together through the sharing of a transmission link, the
aggregated traff ic will weakly converges to a Gaussian process.  In this paper, we apply this Gaussian model to the
Connection Admission Control (CAC) of a multiservice network.  We also make efficiency comparison with a CAC
based on an Effective Bandwidth model.  Two scenarios were considered: the first assumes that all a priori traff ic
specifications are known before a CAC acceptance/rejection decision is made; while the second assumes that only the
peak rate of a new (requesting admission) connection is declared to the CAC mechanism.  The latter scenario entail s
measurement-based CAC approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

We consider a store-and-forward (packet or cell -switched) connection oriented multiservice network that can be based
on the concept of asynchronous transfer mode.  When a user requests that a switched connection be establi shed, the
network decides whether it has suff icient capacity available to support the requested connection.  Hence, if there is
sufficient capacity, the connection wil l be admitted, else it wil l be rejected.  Such a decision is achieved by a
mechanism called Connection Admission Control (CAC).  This mechanism represents a set of actions taken by the
network at connection set-up phase to determine the acceptance or rejection of a new connection.  A connection request
from a given call is accepted only when suff icient resources are available to carry the connection through the whole
network at its requested Quality of Service (QoS), whilst maintaining the agreed QoS of already establi shed connections
in the network.  The aim of the CAC mechanism is to utilize the network capacity most efficiently whilst ensuring the
QoS requirements are met.  In this paper, we compared between several CAC approaches in terms of their eff iciencies.

There are two approaches for the implementation of a CAC.  The first approach is based on a set of traff ic descriptors
representing the statistical behavior of the source.  This approach typicall y relies on an Effective Bandwidth calculation
[1-3], which assumes that the effective bandwidth of multiplexed sources is equal to the sum of their individual
effective bandwidth.  Recently, Addie et al. [4] showed that as the network carry increasing number of traff ic sources,
the multiplexing gain factor becomes increasingly significant to warrant re-consideration of the effective bandwidth
approach.  In addition, they had illustrated that with the increased traff ic aggregation, the unfinished work distribution
approximated closely to a Gaussian model.  This is a reali stic scenario given the penetration and the exponential growth
in the demands for multimedia services.

The second general CAC approach is based on the measurements of the amount of work submitted by the establi shed
connections.  These measurements are then used to support the CAC in making connection admission decisions.  The
accuracy of a statistically measured traff ic behavior largely depends on the homogeneity of the incoming streams.
Inaccurate measurements will result in occasional cell s being loss, and this will compromise the QoS demanded by the
establi shed connections.  Such estimation errors may occur because, for simplistic and economical implementation of a
practical measurement-based CAC (MBCAC), only the aggregate traff ic is measured and its behavior evaluated.  This



is to say that a MBCAC can only guarantee QoS measured over a prolonged period, e.g. minutes, hours or even days.
However, such a lengthy period is reali stic since a logical connection, e.g. virtual path, may stay establi shed between
two endpoints for such a duration.  For a multiservice network, MBCAC is appropriate because the eff iciency of the
network wil l not be compromise by inaccurate/over-estimated a priori traff ic descriptors given by users.  In our
previous papers [5, 6], we had shown that a simple MBCAC can provide high util ization whilst stil l maintaining the
required QoS.

In this paper, the goal is to compare the eff iciencies obtained when the CAC is implemented with different approaches
as mentioned below.

A) A CAC using the Gaussian model with a priori traffic descriptors.

B) A CAC using the Effective Bandwidth model with a priori traffic descriptors.

C) A real-time measurement-based CAC using the Gaussian model with measured traffic information.

D) A real-time measurement-based CAC using the Effective Bandwidth model with measured traffic information.

For the approaches C and D, we are interested in the achievable performance when the CAC mechanism is confronted
by traff ic sources with their individual peak rate being the only a priori known characteristic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  In Section 2, we will describe the models that wil l be studied.  The
insights obtained through CAC simulations will be discussed in Section 3.  We conclude the paper in Section 4.

2. CAC MODELS

Figure 1 shows the multiplexer Single Server Queue (SSQ) model used in our simulations.  The buffer is shared
amongst all connections, and the departure process uses the First-In First-Out (FIFO) discipline.  From this model,
comparisons were made on the achievable link utilization recorded by different CAC implementations.  In our discrete-
time simulations, a unit of time is divided into a fixed number of equal duration intervals.

2.1 Approaches Using a priori Traffic Descriptors

For approach A or B, the CAC is based on a scheme that has perfect knowledge of each traff ic source type that wil l be
used in the link.  Together with a value equal to the present total number of establi shed connections, these two
information wil l enable the CAC to compute the total amount of bandwidth required by these connections.  Hence, the
CAC wil l only accept a new connection if, the minimum amount of bandwidth (BWMin) required by the total number of
establi shed connections including the new connection, is less than the link service rate.

2.1.1 Gaussian Model-based Approach

For the Gaussian (GA) model [4], we compute the minimum aggregated service bandwidth (BWMin) required by both
the new and the establi shed connections at the t interval with a shared buffer size buf, by using the formula

1:      tbuftGAMin nMnBW += µ_

where nt is a discrete random variable representing the total number of new and establi shed connections at the t interval,
and µ is an a priori constant equal to the mean amount of work for a single traff ic source of that type.  In addition,

2:      µ−= QoSbuf jM

is an a priori constant and we term it as a Work Margin.  The parameter jQoS is calculated by measuring the minimum
bandwidth required to service a single connection in a link with buffer size buf, whilst meeting a QoS guarantee in
terms of its desired Cell Loss Ratio (CLR).  Table 1 shows the measured work margin values for a Constant Bit Rate
traff ic at 2.0Mbps, a Starwars video stream and an Ethernet traff ic stream.



In Equation 1, nM  is the performance margin of this Gaussian model; and it stipulates the additional link capacity

required to ensure QoS.  As the link volume increases, the performance margin shall decrease linearly and hence
Equation 1 clearly shows evident of multiplexing gain.  However, this formula is valid only in a link with highly
aggregated traff ic.  This is an achievable condition given the recent increases in network growth around the world.

2.1.2 Effective Bandwidth-based Approach

The concept of the Effective Bandwidth (EB) model li es in that the effective bandwidth of multiplexed sources is equal
to the sum of their individual effective bandwidth.  Hence, the minimum aggregated service bandwidth required by both
the new and the establi shed connections at the t interval with a shared buffer size buf is

3:      [ ]buftEBMin MnBW += µ_

2.2 Measurement-based Approaches

Traditional CAC approach requires a prior traff ic information in terms of the parameters of a deterministic or stochastic
model.  Measurement-based CAC avoids this requirement by allocating the task of specifying the traff ic flows from the
user to the network.  Through real-time measurements of the aggregated flows, the network will attempt to deduce the
aggregate statistics of the existing flows.  The QoS experienced by the multiplexed flows will depend on their aggregate
behaviors, since aggregate statistics are easier to determine than those of an individual flow.  Another advantage of a
measurement-based approach is that if the approach requires user-specified traff ic descriptors, then these can be made
easier to measure, e.g. peak rate.  Moreover, since there is a lesser reliance on the user-specified descriptors, an overly
conservative specification wil l not result in an over-allocation of resources for the entire duration of the connection.

For the MBCAC model-based approaches (C, D), the admission of a new connection still follows Section 2.1.  On the
other hand, since no prior traff ic information is declared to the network except for a source’s peak rate, µ and Mbuf must
now be estimated as µ* and M* respectively whenever there is a new connection request.  These estimates are derived
from the on-line measurements of the aggregated flows.  The MBCAC computes these estimates with the help of a set
of multiple time-scale traff ic histograms.  These histograms maintain the records of the amount of aggregated work that
arrives during different time intervals, and hence we have a histogram for each time-scale.  When a connection departs
from the network, none of the histograms’ past records is updated to reflect this reduced link load.  However, to
minimize any estimation errors that may occur, the histograms’ records are kept for a short but adequate duration.

Note that for these model-based MBCAC approaches, no buffer is considered into the calculations.  Hence, these are
bufferless MBCAC models.

We estimate the work margins using ∗∗ = vsM  for the Gaussian model and ∗∗ = svM  for the Effective
Bandwidth model; and v* represents the estimated variance obtained through on-line measurements.  The a priori
constant s is computed using the values from Equation 2, i.e. jQoS and µ.  Hence for the Gaussian model, s is equal to

v

jQoS µ−
.

For a measurement-based Gaussian (MB-GA) model, the minimum aggregated service bandwidth required by both the
new and the establi shed connections at the t interval, is as shown below

4:      ttMBGAMin nMnBW ∗∗ += µ_

In addition, for a measurement-based Effective Bandwidth (MB-EB) model, it is

5:      [ ]∗∗ += MnBW tMBEBMin µ_



3. SIMULATION

In our simulations, we used three types of traff ic sources as shown below with each abbreviation enclosed in brackets.

• Constant Bit Rate traff ic at 2.0Mbps (CBR).

• Starwars video stream (ST).

• Ethernet traff ic stream (ET).

Through these sources, we measured the performance of the various CAC approaches when they are subjected to
heterogeneous traff ic streams.  We assume 1 second is equivalent to 1000 simulation sampling intervals.

The arrivals of a new connection request are modeled as a Poisson process with independent Pareto distributed holding
time.  Let Y be the holding time of a connection.  Hence, the probabilit y that a Pareto distributed random variable Y
exceeds a threshold y is as shown below, where 1 < γ < 2 and β > 0.
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All simulations ran for a duration equal to 1.0e+06 simulation intervals and the QoS was fixed at CLR = 1.0e-05 cell s.
For the MBCAC approaches, there was a learning period during the initial 500 simulation intervals.  During this
duration, the MBCAC is conservative in that it uses Peak Rate Allocation approach to compute the available service
bandwidth.  For all traff ic sources, the Poisson arrival rate is λ = 0.5 call/interval with mean Pareto distributed holding
time of 200 simulation intervals.  In all figures and tables, the abbreviations GA and EB imply the Gaussian model CAC
approach and the Effective Bandwidth model CAC approach respectively.

3.1 Homogeneous Traffic Streams

To have a better understanding of the simulation results based on heterogeneous traff ic streams, we must first compare
the individual performance of the three traff ic sources under different CAC schemes.  And these are shown in Figure 2.
For the CBR traff ic, both CAC approaches produced the same high link eff iciency.  Whilst for the ET traff ic, the
difference in eff iciency between the two approaches was about 25%.  However for the ST traff ic, EB recorded roughly
30% lower eff iciency.  These higher link performances by the Gaussian model-based CAC scheme were due to the
inclusion of the multiplexing gain factor into the calculations.  For all simulation runs, the measured CLR were equal to
zero cell l oss.

3.2 Simulation Results

Figure 3 illustrates the utilization performance for CAC approaches using a priori traff ic descriptors (A, B) with
heterogeneous traff ic streams.  Whilst Figure 4 illustrates for the model-based MBCAC approaches (C, D).  From these
results, one can draw a clear conclusion that the Gaussian model produced consistently high efficiency whilst still
meeting QoS.

We will now compare the link performance achieved by the Gaussian model-based CAC and MBCAC approaches.  For
the heterogeneous traff ic scenario, the Gaussian model-based MBCAC approach produced performances that were

1) CBR & ST:  10% lower than the GA.

2) CBR & ET:  10% lower than the GA.

3) ET & ST:  15% lower than the GA.



These simulations have produced good insightful results.  We can deduce that our Gaussian model-based MBCAC
approach performed almost to the level recorded by the Gaussian model-based CAC, even when confronted with
minimal a priori traff ic information.

4. CONCLUSION

A measurement-based connection admission control allows the network to be less reliance on accurate a priori traff ic
information from the user, at the expense of having to deal with additional uncertainty in the system.  However, the
benefits far outweighs this uncertainty, e.g. it relieves the network of the burden of poli cing.

In this paper, we conducted an efficiency study of various CAC approaches using heterogeneous traff ic streams.  With a
priori traff ic information, the Gaussian model-based CAC performs better than the Effective Bandwidth model-based
CAC.  On the other hand, when there is no a priori traff ic information, except for a new connection’s peak rate, the
Gaussian model measurement-based CAC approach performs consistently well , such that it almost match the eff iciency
recorded by the above Gaussian model-based CAC.  The benefit of using this approach is that it is simple to implement
and it removes the burden of specifying a priori traff ic information by the user.
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FIGURES AND TABLES
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Figure 1.  Multiplexer model

Buffer
(cell)

CBR (2Mbps)
traffic source

Starwars
video source

Ethernet
traffic source

0 -4.1132e-05 12.20158 5.445463
300 -3.41132e-04 6.10458 0.178923

1000 -1.041132e-03 5.64658 0.050143
2000 -2.041132e-03 4.99358 0.0144825

Table 1.  An a priori constant used to compute service
bandwidth.
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Figure 2.  Util ization graph for the model-based CAC
approaches with a priori traff ic specifications.

Homogeneous traff ic streams were used.
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Figure 3.  Util ization graph for the model-based CAC
approaches with a priori traff ic specifications.

Heterogeneous traff ic streams were used.
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Figure 4.  Util ization graph for the model-based
MBCAC approaches.  Heterogeneous traff ic streams

were used.

GA - CLR 95% C.I. EB - CLR 95% C.I.
CBR & ST 0.0E+0 0.0E+0 0.0E+0 0.0E+0
CBR & ET 4.4E-6 3.6E-9 0.0E+0 0.0E+0
ET & ST 0.0E+0 0.0E+0 0.0E+0 0.0E+0

Table 2.  CLR chart for the model-based MBCAC
approaches.  Heterogeneous traff ic streams were used.


